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SY:

••• talking with people right when they are leaving the staff.

NB:

They're kind of pre-occupied, mostly.

SY:

It certainly changes the perspective.

NB:

Yeah,

it's Just mostly pre-occupied in getting out and not having

time to reflect on this sort of thing.

But gel ahead.

SY:

You came in early '71.

NB:

Yes, actually came in March as a consultant and became Deputy
Press Secretary on April 19, 1971.

SY:

Did your role remain fairly much the same?

NB:

Yeah, the same title, and you do,

like everyone else you do more

as you learn more and you learn how to affect things, you do more
as you go along, sure.
SY:

May I close this door?

NB:

Yeah, you may.

SY:

The typewriter will pick up on here and make it very difficult to
use.

NB:

Yeah.

SY:

Well, could you begin by Just describing your maJor areas of
responsibility as Deputy Press Secretary?

NB:

It's hard to know where to start.

First of all, the operative

word is "deputy", so al'-.ything that the sect"etary does

OI'"l

assignment; by the secretary or in place of him if he is away;
briefing the press; handling something with the President; taking
press inquires; doing things on assignment for him,
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by him, or in

place of him if he's not here; you serve as acting Press Secretary
during times when he was in China for example, or Russia.
why,
SY:

I don't know really how to,

I really can't ••••

Were there specific areas where you maintained maJor
responsibilities where Mr.

NB:

The,

Ziegler delegated to you as ••• ?

Yeah, to some degree we had two Deputy Press Secretaries, Jerry
Warren and myself, and we tried to--Jerry worked with the kind of
a daily schedule and mechanics of the press operation, and I
helped in that area as well,

but had as a specialty area (if you

could call it) domestic activities.

I call it because it is not

really a specialty; it kind of goes allover the board,

but it

meant that when there were any activities or statements or
briefings or developments in the domestic area,
those, sometimes in international as well,

I was involved in

but primarily in the

domestic field.
SY:

Could you Just for the record describe how the information was
received by you:

whether this was something where you would

actively go out and pull together [unintelligiblel?
NB:

Sure,

both.

Yeah,

it could be in a very formal way.

The first

thing I do for anybody working in the White House is to find out
what's going on, right?

You do that in two waSY:

one, the formal

things that are sent to you because people feel you ought to have
them or because it's known that you need them or you request them;
the second way being that you find out, you Just have an idea of
what's going on.

So,

both of those are ways in which you find out

what's happening.
SY:

Well, what about ••• ?

I may have [unintellibablel my question.
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In

a particular area of domestic policy, were you receiving most
the input from the department involved,
NB:

o~

[unintelligibleJ?

The department involved, the Domestic Council, the cabinet members
involved, cabinet meetings which I would attend on occasion and
have input from those, staff people working on a thing, OMB
[Office of Management and BudgetJ people, our Congressional
relations people.

From all those aspects,

because they all had a

bearing on what our position would be, our press position would
be, or what our posture would be on an issue, so I would talk with
all of those.
SY:

You would usually do this person to person rather than through
reports.

NB:

Yeah, there's never a time, the nature of it was such that you
didn't have time for written reports.

You really had to do most

of it by telephone and in meetings and very little in the way of
written reports.

Some,

if I were to guess a percentage, maybe ten

percent of the information was written, received in written form.
SY:

How--this may be difficult to answer; certainly you couldn't do it
in percentages--but what was your input on policy?

NB:

You know the official Job was not

That all depends which policy.
to affect policy,

but you can't help but be around here without,

you know, nudging it this way once in a while or pointing it that
way other times.

I wouldn't at this point try to define a role on

various activities or decisions, this sort of thing.

Call me in

1996.

SY:

But you did; in the course of, say, a cabinet meeting, you were
given the opportunity of ••••
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NB:

Of sitting in primarily to hear what was happening in areas that
I'd be responsibile for and to have an idea of what went on in the
meeting as it related to domestic affairs particularly.

BY:

Would you usually handle the actual press conference or briefings
then [intelligibleJ?

NB:

Most often,

Ron[aldJ Ziegler would do the press briefings and on

some occasions when he wasn't here I would do it.

But I would

handle press inquil'''ies 01"1 a dai ly basis before and after the
briefings, really throughout the day and into the night,
It was a twenty-four hour process.

Yes,

I'm

I would handle

press i nq u i t"es.
BY:

But you would never be assigned, say, a particular area, a maJor
policy area such as revenue sharing.

NB:

I'd be,

I would ••••

BY:

You would handle most of the briefings •••

NB:

Yeah.

SY:

••• that were [unintelligibleJ.

NB:

No.

In an area like revenue sharing I would either prepare things

for Ziegler to use in his briefings, use the information and
develop positions for my own handling of press inquiries on it.
These would be anywhet"e from a quick. quest it:m by telepho1"le to an
in-depth interview with a member of the press about the program.
Thirdly,

[IJ would sometimes do press briefings in which I needed

that material or would arrange and introduce perhaps a special
press conference on that topic.
SY:

Would it be possible for you to describe your staff organization?

NB:

The White House Press Office staff?
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SY:

Your staff immediately under you.

NB:

Yes,

SY:

OK.

it's very easy:
(Laughter)

I had a secretary.

What about the other people you worked immediately

with in the Press Office?
NB:

Yeah, there were two deputies.

We had three or four girls in the

office to handle things, and we eventually added a kind of a staff
assistant to do some of the writing in preparation for the
briefings which I had formerly done.

That's about it as far as

staff.
SY:

Is there any way possible for you to describe a typical day?

NB:

No, there weren't any.

SY:

Some kind of division, how your time was actually spent.

NB:

No, the only points that had, the only parts of the day that were
similar from one to another were really the preparation in the
morning for the morning briefing.
rt11:lt"n i 1'"1 g.

That was a focal point for each

Sometimes there'd be briefings in the afternoon,

but

usually there'd be a less formal press opportunity in the
The mornings for the most part--this isn't true of the
entire two years--but for the most part of the two years, the
mornings would start with a seven-thirty staff meeting in the
Rooseve I t

RI:lclm.

This was a very general discussion, a very quick

and around the table discussion.

INTERRUPTION

So, after that

meeting, which was raJ very general one in which people kind of
Just said what they thought would happen that day, we would
generally have some time to review what the press had to say about
things that day, read the President's news summary, Just get
involved a little bit in what the stories were that day as well as
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going over what it was that we had to dig it out in the way of
statements or announcements or bills or positions or what it was.
Around eight-thirty or nine o'clock we would generally meet with
the Pt"ess Secretary to tal k over both the prc,blems and the items
of information that we had to get out that day or that morning.
Then the time from then on until eleven o'clock was spent in
preparing,

kind of a double preparation,

preparing in my case

domestic guidance for the Press Secretary.

Sometimes questions

and answers for him, sometimes rather lengthy discussions with
guidance that he would use at his press briefings.

SCtrllet i mes Just

a statement that was appropriate on a particular subject or issue.
This would go on until eleven o'clock or so, and then we
would have a press briefing done by the Press Secretary.
cases he would designate,

if he weren't available, Jerry Warren to

do the briefing and in fewer cases,

but occasionally, he would ask

me to do it, depending on the area, depending on the topic and so
So then they'd have the briefing going on for forty-five
minutes to an hour.

Following that, you'd have individual

inquiries from the press either about the briefing or other things
that they didn't want to raise at the briefing because they were
particularly interested in the story and wanted to follow through
on their own, that sort of thing.

So you'd spend some time with

the press, and by this time it was one o'clock or one-thirty.
You'd begin to look through wire stories about the press
conference itself in terms of how they were carrying, what had
CCIl'I1e out, al"ld very clftel"l havil"lg to correct
discuss,

Ot"

call back al"ld

for example, something that had taken place in the
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There might be some confusion or some fact lacking.
Then generally around three o'clock we would have additional
information, either a posting or a briefing, so that one had about
a forty-five minute period to an hour period of preparing very
quickly for that.

This would be followed then by a brief

opportunity to do some mail and take phone calls that had been
coming in until that time until about four-thirty or so.

Then it

was necessary to, very often there were afternoon meetings of one
kind or another.

r used to have a meeting on a regular basis with

a research woman who was Just in here and with a couple of other
people on the staff from the standpoint of--these were meetings
during the time Congress was in session--from a standpoint of what
had come out in Congress that day, what had happened in hearings,
what had happened on the floor of the House or the Senate wnich we
might have to address,
After that,

be prepared to address the next day.

preparation for the next day, which might be

anything from reviewing speeches, drafts of speeches for press
office input on Presidential addresses or,
domestic area,

if they are in the

looking at materials for special briefings, fact

sheets and this sort of thing, working with Domestic Council staff
or people from the departments on materials that we were going to
use in the briefing the next day.
seveYI or so.

That would run generally until

At six-thirty you would start watching the news

again, watching how things were handled and seeing wnat else had
come up that might give you a clue as to what was happening the
next day.

At seven-thii'y you'd finish watchiYlg the Ylews and theYI
t-

resume getting ready for the next day again and looking through
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the late afternoon papers, working in where you could such things
as any speeches or statements or policies or getting ready for
trips and preparing material on special events.
until sometimes very late at night.

That's the way it would go

five days, sometimes six days a week.
pretty much confined,

This would go on

Weekend activities were

unless we were traveling, to press calls.

Sunday evenings preparing for Monday morning,

but during the day

on Sunday primarily press calls on things for Monday's papers and

television.
If we were traveling,

it could be quite different.

We might

have briefings on Sunday, briefings on Saturday afternoon,
postings, things of that kind, so that the travel weekends,
although they always sounded very good,

in terms of going to Key

Biscayne or California, were a bit more hectic than Sunday
activities.

Any time, of course, that there was any Presidential

activity, we'd be involved in that.
dinner, you know,

Even if you were going out to

if he [the President] walks across the park to

go to Trader Vic's,

it's a news event; there're press involved,
There are transcripts and

and he's had something to say.

mechanical things to do, even with the briefest social activity
that the President might undertake.
what a typical day was like.

So,

it's very hard to say

I'm Just suggesting what many of

them were like, but events have a way of getting in the way of
schedule, and there Just were not too many that were alike in very
many ways.
SY:

One area that you mentioned was going over the wire stories or
evaluating what had resulted from that [unintelligible].
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NB:

You would talk with wire reporters for example, and they'd ask you
something or present something to you, and you'd discuss it.

Of

course you're always curious to see, anxious I should say, to see
how it turned out:

did they get your point or did they use the

material or did it convey what you intended to convey?

Sometimes

you thought you were conveying one thing, and you find that your
words conveyed something else and you needed to dO some more
explaining.

Perhaps a figure would be transposed; it could be a

pure typographical error.

Plus being informed on what else was

happening in the world by the wires.

The wire services are a very

important part of our input as far as what else is going on in the
world, what's happening on the Hill, what's happening elsewhere in
the world.

We rely upon them very heavily for our information as

well.
SY:

There was no formal procedure then for reviewing how the news
handled that day.

NB:

Yeah,

You're Just talking about the more informal ••••
Now,

largely informal, right.

problems, you know,

if there were particular

if several stories didn't carry something

which you'd hoped to get across, you mignt have a discussion on it
and see what had happened.

There were times where very

complicated stories were, would be garbled--perhaps our fault,
perhaps the press--but in any case would be garbled, and you would
have to think about holding another briefing or doing some
telephone contact to get out some additional information.

That

would happen from time to time.
SY:

You did mention briefly the News Summary.
the News Summary?
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Did you rely heavily on

NB:

It was one, yeah, one piece of information, yeah.

SY:

Did you all ever, kind of toward the beginning of the
administration, did you all have more input in the News Summary?

NB:

Input in the News Summary?

None at all.

It was done by other

people, wh,:, pt"epat"ed the News Summat"y always.

You see,

it was not

It was to be, and is to be, a summary of
everything that has appeared and been said on television, all the
important aspects of it anyhow.
th i rIgs saying,
SY:

It's not, you don't send in

"het"e."

In some of these more,

I guess more technical areas of Just day to

day responsibilities in the Press Office, were there areas where
you held the maJor responsibility for,

say, making sure that all

the, reviewing all the releases before they were handed out.
NB:

Yeah, anything domestic.

Now I shor..tldn't say "any thirlg, " becar..tse

a lot of them would be routine personnel announcements and that
sort of thing; I would not be involved in those.

But wherever it

was a proclamation or a bill or a bill signing statement or any of
these things I'd be involved in that, yeah.
them; speech writers would write them; we didn't do much in the
way of writing,

but I would have to edit them and look at them and

see if we had to,

if they raised problems or questions or if all

the information would be there and that sort of thing.
SY:

How, one area that I really, how closely did you work with other
spokesmen for the administration,

[unintelligibleJ they prepared,

while you were preparing for a news conference?
NB:

It really all depends.
to get them,

I think if I had something that I wanted

if we had Just announced something or found out
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something and they were about to go on and co a briefing,
call them, yeah.

I might

I would ask them to call me if they were giving,

perhaps if they were giving a briefing at eleven o'clock on an
issue,

let's say the wholesale price index, and we were going to

go out at eleven-thirty,

I'd be very eager to know what they had

said about it as part of our information for our briefing.
SY:

What about,

in particular would someone here, say Mr.

[JohnJ

Ehrlichman was giving a briefing on a domestic issue.
NB:

Yeah.

SY:

How much input did you get prior to ••• ?

NB:

Some.

He would be on domestic affairs;

he would know better than

most anyone else what the issues were and what the policies were.
One might know in terms of what had been happening in the last few
days,

let's say that a certain question was apt to come up and so

preparing some questions or reminding the people who were
preparing questions for him on the staff that this would be a
topic he would want to address.
SY:

[ThatJ would be part of it.

Are there areas which stand out in your mind which should be
documented through a more [unintelligibleJ oral history project
which would go into policy areas, either ••• ?

NB:

I think the whole question of how information is released by the
White House, how information gets to the press, and how much goes
to the press weighed against what the press uses, you know,
pretty interesting.

is

It is a very complicated thing because

obviously all communication doesn't go out through the Press
Office.

A very important part of leadership is communicating, and

that's not restricted to anyone person or one department so it's
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hard to dissect and look at one facet,
it.

Nevertheless,

and thoroughly.

the Press Office aspect of

it's a very important area to look at carefully

As much as most people, once they're out of

school, rely very heavily on the press, on the media for what they
get, the information they get.

Their opinions and Judgements are

very often based on on what they've read, so that process I think
is extremely important and worth some time.

SY:

How do you think that that can really be approached in terms of
documenting ••• ?

First of all,

I

guess you want to know who had

the input on what would be released and when it would be released.
NB:

It's very hard to do because it's not a static situation.
press,

The

for example, doesn't rely entirely up on us for its

information; it has sources elsewhere in the administration,
elsewhere in the White House , elsewhere in the country, and so it
is not a static situation that you can really analyze that easily.

SY:

First of all, did someone keep minutes or keep records of the
morning meetings where you would discuss ••• ?

NB:

No, not that I know of, not formal minutes.
they related to areas of interest to me.

What ••• ?
I would take notes as

If something came up

that was useful I would Jot it down; if it was something I already
knew and didn't need to make note of it,
if anybody kept thorough records.

I wouldn't.

I don't know

There for a while I used to,

tried to prepare minutes of it for [Ronald] Ziegler,

but the

preparation of minutes of a half-hour meeting would so butt into
the preparation time in the morning that I needed, that I would
generally Just include in some general guidance to him raJ few of
the points that had come up.

They weren't anything like complete
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minutes.
SY:

Who were those who regularly attended the morning meetings?

NB:

These were not planning meetings, they were daily meetings Just to
discuss some of the issues, whatever we happened to have on our
minds that morning.

Sometimes a guy would talk for a few minutes,

sometimes he would not be heard of for weeks, hear from for weekS.
John Ehrlichman, and Cap [CasparJ Weinberger,
[RaymondJ Price, military aide,

[PeterJ Flanigan,

the people from really all the

administrative sections of the White House, heads of departments
that sort of thing would be present.
SY:

Depending upon the issues which were ••• ?

NB:

No,

it was about the same group every morning.

It was Just to run

around to say, how does the day look to you?, what are you going
to do?

Virginia Knauer will be going out to give a speech, or

Herb[ertJ Stein would mention that the unemployment figures are
coming out that day, what they looked like and what the impact
might be.

Someone would talk about what they were going to do on

the Hill that day as far as testimony.

Somebody would point out

what the Congress was apt to do that day as far as measures on the
floor, coming to the floor,
that time.

and what the outcome looked like at

Somebody else would discuss maybe a series of things

he'd read, which suggested to him that we ought to do a better Job
of getting out this point or that point.
occasionally have a funny story.

Somebody would

Just a very general meeting to

put out as quickly and as concisely for our own use internally
what the day was apt to hold, and that would usually be good for
about thirty-five minutes.

Then events would tear up even that
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outlook and require that we start anew, but it was a good general
way te. get a feel for what the day would hold as seen by the.se
people at that time.
SY:

What about your relationship to other offices in the White House?
obviously the Press Office is not going to have contact with
virtually every [unintelligibleJ of the offices ••••

NB:

Yeah, Just about every office.

SY:

Ah,

but in particular what was the relationship between the Press

Office and Herb[ertJ Klein's office or Charles Colson's office?
NB:

Relatively little.

I met Herb Klein about three months after I

came into the White House and there wasn't much contact on the day
to day operation of the Press Office.
SY:

What about the overlap, the functional overlap,
inquiries from the press and the media?

[unintelligibleJ

Did you work very often

with members of Mr. Klein's staff?
NB:

Ne., almost never.

SY:

Or refer •••

NB:

Ne._

SY:

••• inquiries back and forth?

NB:

No.

We deal in

If it were a cl-, a sub-, often there'd be a ••••

the Press Office primarily with the White House press corps, a
group of anywhere from twenty to six hUndred people, depending on
the event, plus all of those who call the Press Office.

There

might be times when there'd be special briefings; we would
aYlnounce that the President has de.ne SUCh and sucn.
press would be there,
briefiYlg.

The geYleral

but there might be a need for a technical

If it were let's say the energy question, there mlgnt
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be trade magazines that we'd call together for a special briefing
by Klein's office.

So, he would be talking very often to a

different press group.

If he,

if the same people wanted to call

him for input or questions and that sort of thing, of course he
wCluld talk to them tClo,

but there was no attempt at arlY

coordination or ••••
SY:

What about when Mr. Klein's office would prepare a special mailing
or a special statement or one of the larger ••• ?

NB:

Yeah, yeah.

It's fairly,

it was done rather independently as a

matter l:,If fact.
SY:

[UnintelligibleJ it was not [unintelligibleJ.

NBD

Very independent.
happened,

You'd get a copy of it.

because we gClt a copy.

SY:

Was the same thing true of Mr. Colson?

NB:

Yeah.

Of course they weren't doing quite the same things.

They

were involved, many of the people on his staff were involved in
special interest grClups; so that we might do something Which had
general interest for our press corps but might have very high
interest,

let's say, with one of the groups that his people were

relating to:

maybe the elderly or maybe a minority group, or

whatever it was.

It would be a matter of their building on what

we had done or extending some of the things that we had done.
SY:

Did the press office then [unintelligibleJ not get involved in say
t,

the effors on Mr. Colson's staff to develop the communications
I'"

systems in departments?

[UnintelligibleJ the input which would be

coming from the White House press office [unintelligibleJ ••••
NB:

Well, to some degree but there is a lot of discusslon of wnat the
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organization should be, and what the, how things should work, and
who should--there're always these discussions but the fact is that
there is a great deal to be done, and one does them.
formal as all that, not at all.
SY:

Would yOl.t theYI say that yCll.tt" maJI:lr contacts with other staff
offices were in the domestic area?

NEe:

Yeah.

SY:

Policy people.

NEe:

That's 1'''i gMt.

In the White House and the departments.

Occasionally I'd be involved in international things, not too
ofteYI.

Very often our summit meetings,

for example the one in

Canada with (Pierre) Trudeau, was very much involved in what might
be called domestic matters, trade and environment, things of that
kind, so I might be involved in something of that kind.

(I) have

traveled on a number of the summit meetings, not China and Russia,
but a number of the others where there was some domestic
involvement or where another body was needed to help out.

FClr the

most part they (maJor contactsJ were with the people the White
House involved in domestic staff matters.

I would have to stay

briefed on international things because I'd be getting questions
from the press on international matters as well and didn't always
have the 1 uXI.t1'''y of sayi Ylg,
y,;:,u OYI that."

"Call SCI aYld S':', he's gl:lt,

he carl hel p

I would be very often the person who got the call

on some international question and simply have to be briefed and
informed on international matters,

but that wasn't my chief

fl.tYlct i CIYI.
SY:

How were you recruited for the staff?
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NB:

You wouldn't believe it.

SY:

Well ••••

NBt

I had always wished when I was being asked in the first few months
that I could say my grandfather had been a governor or that I was
the biggest contributor or something like that, or that I went to
school with Ron Ziegler.

I got a call from Fred Malek,

from his

office, when I was in my prior Job, and I was asked if I would
like to come and talk to the White House about a Job.

I said that

I got into Washington occasionally and at some time would stop by;
I was very relaxed about it.

They had in mind the next day.

eventually came and talked, and they had simply decided apparently
to have a second deputy press secretary--there had been only one-and aparently also had decided (I think,

I don't know) that he

would come from a background of corporate public relations or
something related.
SY:

From Chicago

NB:

Yeah, yeah, and so I was one on many people looked at and was
offered the Job.

Just that simple.

SY:

You had had no prior contact with members of the staff?

NB"

No.

SY:

[Unintelligible] introduced by someone?

Do you happen to know how

Malek received your name?
NB:

No,

I don't.

I think they probably had the names of people about

my age who were heading up public relations functions in fairly
large companies, and perhaps that reduced it to a workable number
and perhaps had asked around and had had recommendations.
really don't know how they got the idea to begin with.
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I

I had been

asked about government Jobs from time to tome before that but had
never responded with any particular interest.

I think, when you

are called by a department or someone in government, you Should
discuss it of course,

but had never responded with very much

The White House made it substantially more
interestirlg that it might have beerl c1therwise,
other ••••

but thet"e was )"11:1

I still hear stories about how I must have known

Ziegler a long time ago,

I

must be somebody's,

be sponsored by

A lot of the people in the White House are

not necessarily people who have had political experience before; a
lot of them have come from academic backgrounds, nonpolitical
kinds of backgrounds.

It's always hard to convince people outside

that that's the case, they almost feel that there is some very
special connection, some special reason why you are asked,
there is one,
SY:

I

but if

I don't know it.

think that has been very much the attitude of this

administration •••
NB:

Yeah, yeah.

SY:

••• trying to get some of these people who are not
[unintelligible].

NB:

That's quite so.

It's been kind of very professional approach to

recruiting which I think has been good.
SY:

I think it is very good.

What kind of files do you have?

NB:

Personal notes, copies of letters, notes to myself, detailed notes
to myself about activities and trips.

SY:

Do you think your files could be interpreted by someone to give an
accurate reflection of your [unintelligible] duties?
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NBt

I think they're my observations of things that struck me as being
of interest.

I'm not even sure that some of it interests me

anymore; I think it's the sort of thing that I need to digest and
reflect on for some time to find out if there's anything of value
there as far as what I have.

Almost entirely personal reactions

to things, and things that struck me as being new or different or
unusual at the time, even though some of them came to be quite
ordinary in a sense; Just things that struck me as being
interesting at the time.
SY:

Do you have a very large correspondence file?

NB:

Yes,
would

fairly large, although remarkably little:
hav~

let's say,

not as much as one

in an ordinary Dusiness Job 1n two years.

The letter writing that came in, the unsolicited things that came
in could be answered rather simply, and the press questions,

the

important things, really were handled mostly person to person or
by telephone.

Very little went back and forth by paper.

I think

people are always curious, they call for the news releases on a
subject or an appointment.

We might not even

00

a news release;

we might have a biography sheet or something that we'd hand out
along with the announcement,

but the bulk of the announcement

would come from what we had to say at a briefing or in another
forum about the appointment, about the person, and won't even be
on paper.

They're transcribed of course and the copy of the

transcripts [unintelligible] but it is not handed out via paper.
SY:

What about your major press inquiries, either in person or by
telephone?

NB=

Were they documented a all in [unintelligible]?

The telephone calls were.
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SY:

What type of information ••• ?

NB:

No.

The telephone callers were--to the extent that we could and

thought of it--were documented.

Who'd called, we would have a

record of that in case we needed to get back with somebody or
f,:,llow somethiYlg else they

wel'~e

intel'~ested

iYI, aYld btlt it was CaJ

matter of trying to remember who was interested in what and which
people were doing stories on which topics and not in any formal
way.

SY:

These were Just logged in rather than having any memo of
CunintelligibleJ those conversations?

NB:

That's right, that's right.
sent a memo to Ziegler,

Now in some few areas,

for example,

I might have

if he were away during a

period of time, over a weekend, and perhaps I had a half dozen
calls on a certain subject and dug into it and responded with some
thiYlgs.

Then I'd send him a record of what, since there had been

something more than Just one or two people interested in it,
might send him a record of it.

I

In certain areas at certain times,

during questioning on Vietnam for example, certain sensitive areas
I might from time to time send him an indication either of the
kind of questions or what I had said on something if it was very
seYlsi t i ve.

But that wasn't typical; it was very, very rarely

done, as a matter of fact.

SY:

[UnintelligibleJ the only maJor [unintelligibleJ.

NB:

As far as the press conference itself, yeah, and an awful lot goes
on outside the press conference, and those simply are not
documey,ted.

I don't know,

it's not a bad idea to have done,

but

it's usually, a reporter walks in, and you don't know wnat he's
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goi r.g tel say:

If

you do launch into a discussion, you tend sometimes not to keep
notes,

unless there's something really quite unusual that happens

during the discussion.

Most of the time you don't; I at least

didn't keep notes and I can remember them pretty well enough for
the m.;:.st pat"t.
BY:

[UnintelligibleJ.

I was asking you earlier that areas

[unintelligibleJ which are not documented.
NB:

Yeah.

BY:

Which should be.

NB:

Well,

I tell you another way to document however from the press

st ar.d p.;:. i r.t.

When you get, Just to interrupt you for a second,

when you get press calls and you are asked about something, what
you say is very apt to pop up in a story someplace.

8,:. i r. a ser.se

there is documentation in the sense that responses appear in
stories, and wire copy and that sort of thing; there is that kind

BY:

Although they frequently do not use [unintelligibleJ.

NB:

Almost always, yeah, almost always, White House source or I
suppose the President.

That's right, you can't trace them to one

specific person but at least the content of it would be generally
available that way, although sometime they will take the
information on background and Just use it as part of their own
knowledge in building a story or an opinion or an editorial, so it
might not even come out, quotes might not even come out from a
meet ing.

That would be a large area in which there isn't

documentation, very large area.
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SY:

What about other specific issue and policy areas, do you feel that
your contribution was greater than Just the normal day to day ••• ?

NB:

Specific issues?

SY:

Well, specific domestic issues possibly in which you had a larger

In which ••• ?

input.
NB:

You mean into what the White House did or what the President did
on some issue or into how it was ••• ?

SY:

Well, either in policy or influencing how it was presented to the
press.

NB:

Well, almost always in a domestic issue on how it was presented to
the press, yes, almost always.

Some issues were more lasting and

would come up from day to day to day.
term kinds of things.

Others would be very snort

But almost always in domestic issues [we]

would have provided some guidance as to how it could best be
presented or what it was we wanted to say about it at that time
based on what we knew at that time or raise questions about it.
SY:

Something we usually ask people, for someone in the press office
it's an unusual question in some ways,

but there has been a lot

written by the press on the White House Press Office itself.

Are

there any of the larger articles which stand out to you as having
been fairly accurate?
NB:

Most of them are fairly accurate I think,
accurate.

limited but fairly

The thrust of most of them is either along the lines of

manufacturing things or credibility gap or something kind of
negative or looking how the press staff operates.
can't understand it from outside.

You really

I can't blame the reporters;

it's very hard for them to understand the relationship,
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let's say,

between the Press Secretary and the President or even a Deputy
Press Secretary to the Secretary,

because so much of what you're

dealing-with can't be commented upon.

So,

they take stabs at

writing about how the Press Office works, how information goes
out, the frustration of reporters in getting information, that
Most of the ones I've seen have been fairly
accurate although very limited.
perhaps of the thing.
th i Ylk.

They've taken Just one facet

Most of them were not very good,

I don't

I don't think it was very comprehensive or very

instructive,

but I can't call very much of what I've seen really

inaccurate, except by emphasis that I might not agree with from
time tCI time.
SY:

Can you think of any by name which are some of the better ones?

NB:

No,

I've really read them all and can't....

One of the last ones

was in,

I think in the

called,

"The Resell i ng clf the Pt"esideYlt" clr sClme dat"YI th i Ylg.

811~n1i£

not too long ago, something
It's

really a very surfacey [sic] kind of a thing.
anything that was too useful, too good or too memorable, no,
really caYI't.

I think it's an area that's not very,

talked about:

there's always a debate about the press and

government,

I

it's much

government and secrecy, that sort of thing.

one is always being invited to give speeches on this, or be part
of a panel on this thing.
not very much light.

They generate a good deal of heat and

It's a subJect that I think is not

adequately explored, adequately documented.

It's usually going to

involve some loaded situation or some charged situation of some
kind, and so it hasn't been too well done.
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I'm not sure really

that it's all of that much interest to most people.

I think it

should be; I think the way in which they get so much of what they
use as a basis for their activities and decisions in a democracy
is very important,

but it usually comes down to the professional

interest of either the people in the government side or the press
side.

As I say,

it is very much argued and debated but not a

great deal of good stuff is produced.

I don't think very much

useful material has been produced by the debate so far;
it's been unfortunate,
SY:

I think

but nevertheless it hasn't come forth.

Did you coordinate very frequently with the people

WhO

were trying

to, the President's own involvement with the press, now I'm
speaking of both his speeches [unintelligibleJ the technicalities
would be handled by [unintelligibleJ.
NB:

Yes.

SY:

What was your role?

NB:

Well, again we might look at a draft and make some recommendations
on how we felt something would come across or perhaps something
that was omitted.

We would be involved with some of the mechanics

as far as the advance text and the announcement of this to the
press, we would be prepared to handle questions that it would
bring up.

We very often take some statement and have to document

it or make sure it was documented so that we could answer
additional questions that would be sparked by the speech or by the
address.

Some mechanical involvement in getting out transcripts

of it afterward, that sort of thing.

So we were almost always,

almost had something to do with speeches and talks of that kind,
Of course Ron would be very much

even if they were television.
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involved in the whole decision as to whether or not such a speech
took place, what was needed at that time or useful; but the rest
of the staff was not.
SY:

[Unintelligible] there any [unintelligible] Press Office?

NB:

Yeah.

In other words, you know recently he had a series of State

of the Union addresses, one of them dealt with crime and drugs.
would take these and go through them all,

I

both making some general

remarks for the speech writers and for Ron and also Challenging
things that I thought would be questioned; or documenting things,
getting documentation for statements in the speech that I tnought
would call for more information.

That after the press heard them,

we would be then asked for addiitional information in all kinds of
areas.

This could be a statistic or it could be a Presidential

activity or whatever was required, so there was usually that kind
of involvement on my part.
SY:

Where are you going when you leave here?

NB:

When I leave, the organization I'm going with has to make the
announcement.

That'll by made, May 5th I think is the date,

I'm not immediately going to work.

but

I'm going to take several

months for rest, which I need very badly, and travel, which I have
not been able to do,

independent travel,

vacation kind of travel

which I have not been able to do for two years.
going to take advantage of that,

I'm certainly

plus I have a lot of speaking

dates, and I'm going to do those, some writing and some reading of
these notes which we talked about to see if they tell me anything.
Some experience of this town that I haven't had time to do in the
last two years.

r have not seen any of the tourist kind of
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things:
SY:

the museums and monuments, that sort of thing.

Are you staying in government?

NB:

I'm returning to private life.

I ShclI.lldrl't say

private life; I'm sure it will be public in some way.

This

question we were talking about--information and the press-interests me very much.

I may be doing some writing and some

talking about that and hopefully, when I have some time, some
studying of it as well.

I should study first and talk after,

the schedule Just doesn't work out that way.

but

[Il Just really want

to have some time, after a very intensive experience, to enJoy the
city a little but and to have some free time and to catch up on an
awful lot of things that I haven't been able to do in the last
couple of years.

As I'm sure everyone says in these interviews

when they leave,

it's a very intense experience, very good one,

very intense one.

It doesn't permit any other kind of life beyond

the one that one has in the Job.

At least,

I thirlk it's tl""I.le of

our office inasmuch as things do happen around the clock
do happen on Sundays and we travel a lot.

an~

they

I counted back the

other day for somebody, who thought I was exaggerating, and found
out in two years I had had five Sundays off and that was it; no
vacation period and two one-and-one-half day periods for Christmas
in each of two years, one period in each of two years.
it's Just not enough.
SY:

Nc.,

that •••

NB:

But, but •••

SY:

••• doesn't give you time to ••••

NB:

••• by the same token I would never say that, even for this
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purpose, without saying that it's an extraordinarily important
experience for anyone to have.

I would say that is true of

government, any government Job,

federal government Job.

I've

urged a lot of people to come here to work and tney have.
gone urging people to do it,

I've

because no matter how well-read you

think you are, how much you think you know aoout how it works from
outside, you simply cannot, you simply cannot know it.
good experience which,

for your own understanding of government

and life in this country,
experience.

It's a

it's a very, very good personal

It may and may not help one in his career,

it mayor

may not help him as far as academics or whatever he's interested
in,

but for one's own understanding it's very important.

I feel

very strongly about that, and I've tried to explain that I'm
leaving only because I feel that two years is a good amount of
time for this Job.

By the same token I would urge people who have

an opportunity to come in and do it for even one year, two years.
It doesn't have to be a career; one doesn't have to make a life
out of it but a very,

very important insight.

I think that could

be true not only of the White House, where it's very
it would be stimulating and exciting and important,

ObV10US

that

but I think it

would be Just as true at a department, maybe well on down into the
bureaucracy,

important for different reasons and revealing of

different things,

but nevertheless very useful to have as part of

one's experience.
SY=

You don't find many people who have regretted their White House
Jobs.

NB:

No.

I think we all have the feeling that it is demanding as far
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as time.

I suppose some people are perhaps more ambitious than I,

feel that they would like to be moving upward, more rapidly than
they have; I suppose there are some people wno have feelings of
that kind,

but, no,

I shouldn't think so.

matter how difficult, how frustrating,

I should think tnat no

no matter how much tension

there can be in it--and there can be lots of difficulty and lots
of frustration,
bad it is,

lots of tension,

it's not so bad.

and think about it,

lot of demands--but no matter how

Certainly when one can reflect on it

it's mostly all very good, very positive.

SY:

Do you have a permanent address or [unintelligibleJ •••

NB:

Yeah,

SY:

••• where you can be reached over the next ten years?

NB:

Yeah, well,

I do have now but ••••

I can't promise for the next ten years; I no longer

make plans for that duration.

My Washington address,

I don't know

if you have it.
SY:

[Unintelligible].

NB:

Yeah, that is my permanent address now.

And in my next position,

I will be living either in WaShington or in New YorK or Chicago; I
haven't decided yet.

Certainly the address here will serve for

awhile until I make up my mind.

What I want to do is spend some

time Just seeing the city and finding out what I think of it as a
place to live; I've never really looked at it in that way.

I know

remarkably little about it, Just very, very little and experience
getting around it, and it's something I want to catch up on before
I leave.
SY:

You have not lived in WaShington prior to ••••

NB:

No,

I lived in Chicago.

I visited here a few times, and when I
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visited I enJoyed going to the Hill to listen to debate and going
to the museums and that sort of thing.

I did some of that as a

visitor but virtually none of it as an employee.
SY:

It's even more embarrassing to be a native Washingtonian and not
kn,;:,w it.

NB:

I find many Washingtonians don't get out and see it; I guess they
feel it is always available.

The one exception to that has been

the President has been very, Mrs.

Nixon has been very generous

with their box at the Kennedy Center.

There's a Presidential box

in each of the theaters, and so Quite often I've had a chance to
go to something at the Kennedy center, sometimes kind of workrelated, you know,

in terms of the guests and that sort of thing.

That's that's been very enJoyable,

but that's about all I can say

that I've seen outside of the White House.

I don't ask for pity;

I think I saw many things in the White House that were far more
exciting than many things in the museums but it will be fun to get
out and look around and see what the town has.
SY:

ObViously, you plan to take your notes and other ••••

NB:

Well, copies of all, copies of anything, even things that I've
typed.

One of the things I've [unintelligible] to do is use this

little portable, because in the rush of the morning there simply
wasn't time to get things transcribed.

Guidance and that sort of

thing I would type out, and copies of all of that went into our
files,

and all of our files from the first term have gone into

Presidential records or have gone someplace into storage.
SY:

WheY'1 yCII_1 say

NB:

Press Office.

II

CIUl''' f i I es II yClll meaY'1 the •••
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SY:

••• Press Office files.

NB:

Yeah, yeah.

Things since the election (I think that was the cut-

off point) are still in the files, and that includes copies of
correspondence and things that I have written and memos to Ron or
to .::ether" people.

I don't know how much of it is in Central Files;

I suspect very little,

but it certainly should be in our files.

The only thing I have very much beyond it are notes to myself,
personal notes for meetings and that sort of thing.

As I said,

I'm not even sure the're going to make sense when I dig into them,
but I'm going to start looking at them next year or so and see if
ther"e' s ••••

They're mostly reactions and impressions of things

and more heavily on the period when I first came in than in the
last per"iod,

because I was mor"e cOl"lscious c.f tr"yi I"lg t.:. dc. it at

that time and was able to do it.

As things moved on, there was

less and less time even to keep notes, and perhaps less and less
strikes one as being important.

It's very tricky, and I imagine

you have this problem in talking to people.

You begin to take for

granted ways of working and contacts with people which would have
been more noticeable when you first came in.
everyone you talk to and who you have met that day and what each
guy has said; each cabinet member you talked to you remember
exactly what he said.

As one deals more frequently with these

people and with the issues, you Just can't remember; they don't
impress one quite so much.

I'm aware of that because one day, not

too long after the inauguration,
late one night,

I remember I limped home rather

it was nine-thirty or ten o'clock.

who had been waiting since about eight, and I said,
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I had guests
"It's really

beer, a tet"rible day."

They said,

"What did y,:,,_! d,:,?"

I told them

we had a couple meetings in the morning and a briefing and went up
to the Hill for ELyndonJ Johnson's funeral service and then came
back and had a meeting with so-and-so on such-and-such and then I
went to a Cabinet meeting and after that I had to call.
said,

"Ye,,-! know,

They

if y,:,'_! have to have a bad day, that's the i4.ir,d ,:of

dad day to have, you know, at least there have been five of
six •••• "

But you see, here I was thinking kind of in terms of the

schedule and the impact, all the things that had to be done that
day.

Yet, almost anyone of those events, had one done Just that

thing or come into it fresh,

EitJ would have made a lot more

impressions than it did in running through them in a very, very
quick series during the day.

So I'm afraid that happens, and I'm

sure it makes your Job difficult in trying to get people take note
of things and trying to reflect on things and tell you what has
impressed them ••••
SY:

This is so very true.

First of all, so much of what is done,

you

know, on the telephone or in terms ••••
NB:

Well telephone was used, you know,
far as mail, you know,

it's a real problem.

Even as

people simply call in from allover the

They simply call in, they don't write letters in many
cases.

They phone to tell you their opinions and to ask

questions, so you don't even have a record very much of what's
taker, place.
day.

There's Just not that much correspondence during a

It's not that hard to call,

it's not that expensive to call

anymore, and people do that regularly.

You talk to them by

telephone, and you mayor may not make a note of it.
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It's a

strange call or something that sounds very important or sensitive,
you might make a note on it, but usually not.
very good record on those things either.

So you don't have a

I don't envy you your

Job of trying to piece all this together.
SY:

Well, we're not going to try and intrepret it but Just to make
sure that they say [unintelligibleJ, so it is there for historians
to write books from or for the President himself to--when he
retires from office--be able to go back and write his memoirs.
However, all the little things ••••

One thing that a lot of people

don't really think about is that very often the notes, and the
reactions which you may have scribbled on a yellow pad during a
meeting or Just during the course of your day, very often those
are some of the most valuable as an historical record •••
NB:

Yeah.

SY:

••• because they are a more candid response first of all to What is
going on.

NB:

Yeah, that's for sure.
weighed.

I think a lot of that, though, needs to be

One can be quite impressed by something that's not at

all important, one finds out later it's not at all important, or
on the other hand can feel that there's a gap or problem where
really none has existed.

On the other hand that something was

very complete, whereas events later show .that it was not well cone
at all.
thing.

I think it takes some time.to digest all of that sort of
At some appropriate time I may send you a stack of notes

for your proJect,
SY:

Well,

NB:

Yeah.

but it takes some time to digest.

you mentioned you are planning on doing some writing, •••

SY:

••• and probably some of that is going to be based on going
tht"'ough •••

NB:

No, no,

I think not,

SY:

••• your White House experience?

NB:

No,

I think not.

I think not.

I mean, so much as my experience has contributed

to my ideas on things,

I suppose it will.

kind of writing that people do when they leave places like this
for the most part.

I think a lot of it is very self-serving,

think if it's not responsibily done, historically well done,
don't think it is worth very much.

I
I

I'm not going to write what I

think about the world in four hundred pages and that sort of
thing, my view from the White House, two years at the White House,
that sort of thing.

I Just don't like that; I don't think it

makes very important contribution to things.

Some writing about,

about information, starting at the public, a lot of the public
need to know and what kind of information it gets and what the
process is by which it gets information:

I'd like to do some

things, and I've been asked to do some pieces on that and some
talking about things related to that.

So I'm going to do these,

and eventually I would like to do some things along an academic
1 iYle.

I think that,

I've always felt that a part of high school,

somewhere in a high school curriculum, should be an understanding
of the news-making process:

sort of what it is that is required

to make news, how news is handled and hopefully without any bias
in whatever I do.

I think it is very important,

inasmuch as one

is using these materials all the time as a part of one's study of
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contemporary affairs and civics and that sort of thing, that there
be a course, a Journalism course for non-Journalism students which
looks at the news-making process.
we have any news.

You know, we're always asked if

We're the wrong people to ask; the press kind

of decides what's news.

We have a feel for what they will use and

we have a feel how to relay things in a way that will get their
attention, might not be attractive to them but at least will get
their attention.
always work.

We think we have an idea of that; it doesn't

A very little of what the government says or what

people here say or do is communicated in the press.
limitations of time,

They're

limitations of space, and those limitations

are always dealt with in about the same way, a kind of predictable
way.

I think some of these things might be interesting as either

a book or some ideas for a curriculum in this process for people
who are not Journalism people but who would like to know about it:
how we get the information we get and some of the factors,
the dynamics are of that process.

what

That's the first kind of thing

I want to do and then later on do something historical, and after
that I have three or four more that I want to work on.
SY:

[Unintelligible].

MB:

Yeah,

but I think they all need to be well-done, need to have some

time between the experience and the writing.

I think it takes

some time to digest.
I don't like an awful lot of the things that people do when
they leave Jobs that they think were important, and they get
together a lot of photographs and some of the amazing things that
happened.

There's one,

I won't cite it,
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but there's one fellow

who wrote a book, he worked for a President one time.

He's

written this amazing book, and he's never where the action is.
talks about each of the maJor events,

He

but one of the things that

goes through the book is that wherever the maJor event was,
wherever the crisis was, he was somewhere else,
that day and where he was when it happened.
exciting and not particularly useful.

but he talks about

It's not particularly

Even though I think I've

been where the action was on a number of occasions,

I don't think

any real purpose is served Just by getting out a lot of personal
views on that sort of thing.

Most of what has happened, most of

what happens in the White House,
happens,

is written about.

I think a great deal of what

I think people would be surprised: as

far as events and maJor issues and maJor positions, there isn't
much that isn't covered one way or another or won't be by the time
that all of the people [who) have worked here get though writing
books.

But how it happens, the how of it,

interesting and less,

less written about.

areas that I have some interest in.

I think is more
Those are some of the

You get to do the wnole

thing, you get to write the whole history of it, the
administration.
SY:

That's a big [unintelligible).

Well as I said we're archivists, and we're really not trying to
write the history.

We Just trying to make sure •••

NB:

Collect it.

SV:

••• it's there for history, to write the [unintelligibleJ.

NB:

What are the gap areas?

What are those things that are hard to

get, hard to •.• ?
SY:

Well, we don't go out and say we're going to document this
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particular policy area.

A lc.t

That's really not our Job at all.

of people have a lot of misconceptions about Archives.
ways [the National) Archives is really established as more of a
passive institution.
NB:

Oh.

SY:

We kind of accept the official files which you've mentioned in
custody and take car"e of them for" the Y'lext fi fteeY'1 thol.lsaY'ld year"s
for future generations to go back and look at.

This is the first

time that an administration has requested to have a
[unintelligible) staff for the library in residence •••
NB:

That's a very good idea.

SY:

••• while the President's still in office, and it is ••••

NB:

You get a feel of how some things work and kind of know what the
act i vi ties are that need to be documeY'lted aY'ld wh.::o the people are,
which I think is very useful.

SY:

Most of all it gives us an opportunity at times to make other
people who are actually doing this aware of the value of the
papers,

if it is papers, c.r Just aware c.f the value of

documentation.

Many people feel,

oY'lce aY'1 issue has beeY'l,

g':'Y'le

through the Congress or whatever, there's no need to keep the
first dr"aft •••
NB:

Yeah, yeah,

SY:

••• or first piece.

NB:

Yeah, yeah,

I

I

can see that.

think we always all have the same tendencies.

We

deal of some of these things as problems or as events of the day
and, when they are over, they're really .::over"', aY'ld we dOY'I't Y'leed
papers OY'I them.
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SV:

They think they dorl't rleed that anymore; it's rle.t 9.:.irI9 te. come l..lp
again.

NB:

I suppose so.

SV:

Take a speech draft, the fit"st draft of a speech is completely
ditched.

It's very often as revealing to know what was, what was

cut out [unintelligibleJ.
NB:

Of course, you've already seen some of these where the President
changes ••••

[UnintelligibleJ it's always interesting to see his

changes even of the final draft in terms of what he focuses in on
or what he emphasized and how it ••••

It is very impressive to see

how he handles that, ways of making it more personal or relating
him to the viewers or the listeners.

It's fun to watch those

being marked up and developed, and I think very instructive.
SV I

Vou know what what opt i oris wer"'e pr"'eserlt ed, whet her it be t hr.::.ugh
the President or [unintelligibleJ.

NBD

Well,

I'm sorry things moved so fast for us that we didn't have a

charlce to rece.rd more of it for you,
chance.
SV:

Well, we think that ••••

[END OF CONVERSATIONJ
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but there wasrl't always the
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